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Live Drawing

Live Drawing is a wonderful addition to...

“

WHYY was thrilled to have April during our
Victoria Preview Screening! The live drawings April
created were one-of-a-kind, on the spot
and perfectly matched the theme of the event.
I would love to work with her again in the future!
WHYY Public Media, Philadelphia, PA

Why Live Drawing?
Whether your event is indoor or out, black tie or baseball cap, live
drawing can add fun and excitement to your guests’ experience. I can
tailor my service to your event’s special needs and create a unique
takeaway that will be enjoyed long after the day has ended.

Live Drawing is Entertaining
Even if they decide to pass on having
their likeness captured, your guests will
enjoy watching the illustrations take
shape...and the conversations begin.

Live Drawing is Personal

“

I can’t say enough about April and her talent. She
effortlessly added a unique and whimsical touch to my
event. My clients were delighted to take home a piece of her
gorgeous artwork and I cannot wait to have her back!
Katie from Maura Grace Boutique, Kennett Square, PA

Traditional favors often get thrown
away. Custom illustrations are truly
personal and hold value beyond paint
and paper. Your guests will treasure
their drawings for years to come.

Live Drawing is for Everyone
Anyone who can stand or sit with me
for about 7-10 minutes will walk away
with a one-of-a-kind illustration. Your
guests can be shy or outgoing, young
or old, couples, families, or singles...live
drawing is one size fits all!
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